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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e. approximately fifteen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

The OA train of Control Room Ventilation (VC) was inoperable for eight days without Operating Departments
knowledge due to an incorrectly placed blank-off plate installed in the VC make-up unit ductwork, as a
modification done by the Project Construction Department. On the eighth day, the OB train was made
inoperable due to an out-of-service on an intake damper causing the main discharge damper to fail closed.
This condition was also not recognized by the operators because present power supply listings do not
adequately call out multiple components on single electrical feeds. This was not discovered until 16 hrs.
later when the 0B train was started. The two trains were repaired and returned to service.

To prevent recurrence. the Project Construction Department has been directed to review HVAC drawing
conventions with the people responsible for interpreting them, including personnel responsible for the
incorrect installation of the blank-off plate. The master book of electrical feeds is being revised to
include all electrical feeds with multiple loads.
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The OA train of Control Romn Ventilation (VC) was inoperable for eight days without the Operating
Department's knowledge due to an incorrectly placed blank-off plate installed in the VC make-up unit
ductwork as a modification by the Project Construction Department. On the eighth day, the OB train was
made inoperable due to an out-of-service on an intake damper causing the main discharge damper to fati
closed. This condition was also not recognized by the operators because present power supply listings do
not adequately call out multiple components on single electrical feeds. This was not discovered untti 16

hrs. later when the OB train was started. The twc trains were repaired and returned to service.

.

The detailed sequence of events was as follows:

On 9-5-85 a blank-off plate was installed in the Control Room Ventilation (VC) Make-up Unit (M/U)
ductwork. This plate prever.ted filtered make-up atr from reaching the Control Room. The Project
Construction Department installed the blank-off plate as part of Modification #M6-0-84-242 which was
intended to replace Temporary Alteration #MA84-0-354, and make the Temporary Alteration permanent.
However, the Project Construction Department made an error in reading the HVAC ductwork drawings and, as a
result, incorrectly identified the location for the blank-off plate. Thus, a new blank-off plate was
placed in the M/U ductwork, and the blank-off for the Temporary Alteration, which was installed in the
correct location, was renoved. In addition, when the contractors removed the blank-off plate for the
Temporary Alteration, they failed to notify the Shift Engineer which is a violation of the Temporary
Alteration Program.

With the blank-off plate improperly installed, the OA train of VC was inoperable. However, the Operating
Department was not aware of the improper location of the new blank-off plate and, therefore, considered the
OA train OPERABLE. The OB train of VC remained in operation at this time (without the M/U running), and
the OA train of VC was in standby.

At 1820 on 9/12, the 0B train of VC was shutdown and the OA train of VC was started with the M/U.

At 1844, the minimum outside air intake damper, DVC16Y for the OB train was taken out-of-service for
maintenance, and the 08 train of VC was declared INOPERABLE. At tais time both trains of VC were
INOPERABLE (although the Operating Department was still unaware cf the INOPERABLE OA train).

The OVC16Y damper, however, did not make the OB train INOPERABLE. The OVC16Y damper fails closed (when
power is removed) which is the required position for energency VC operation. The damper which did make 0B
train inoperable was the OVC172Y, the OB tra'.1 main supply damper. Both the OVC16Y and OVC172Y receive
power from the same electrical feed. Thus, when the OVC16Y was taken out-of-service, the OVC172Y was
affected and became inoperable. The OVC172Y, however, was not identified during the out-of-service and was
considered operable.

At 0700 on 9/13, it was observed that the OA train of VC vas unable to maintain the Control Room 1 1/8"
posittve pressure with the M/U in operation. At this tire operators were dispatched to verify the VC
line-up and the integrity of the Control Room Boundary.
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At 0740 the M/U was shutdown to enable further inspection of the ductwork and fire dampers. With the H/U
not in operation the Control Room returned to 1 1/8" positive pressure. During this time the OB train was
declared OPERABLE since damper OVC16Y was closed. The Operators were not aware that the OB train was
actually INOPERABLE because of the OVC172Y damper. Therefore, both trains of VC were still INOPERABLE.

At 1000 the blank-off plate was found in the OA train M/U ductwork and the OA' train was declared
INOPERABLE. Operators then began switching to the OB train.

At 1020, with the OB train now in operation. and the M/U running, the Control Rev' again could not be
maintained at 11/8" positive pressure. The OB train was then declared IN0PERABLE and LC0 3.0.3 was
entered. The operators then found the failed OVC172Y damper and began taking steps to return it to service.

By 1052 electrical power was restored to OVC172Y. the OB train was declared OPERABLE and LCO 3.0.3 was
exited.

At 1215 the blank-off plate was renoved from the H/U ductwork and a new plate was installed in the proper
section of ductwork.

At 1320, the OA train was declared OPERABLE.

Throughout this event, the Unit was in Mode 1, at power levels greater than 45%. Both trains of Control
Room Ventilation were inoperable for approximately 16 hrs. The OA train of VC was inoperable for 8 days
without the Operating Departments knowledge. During these 8 days, the 08 train was in continuous operation
and was OPERABLE. There were no radioactive releases during the time both trains were INOPERABLE,
therefore. there was no effect on safety.

The root cause of OA train inoperability. Construction misreading HVAC ductwork drawings, has never
occurred before. However, the root cause of 0B train inoperabililty, operators performing an
out-of-service on a single electrical feed affecting multiple unidentified loads has occurred before.
Information concerning this similar event may be obtained from LER #95-074-00.

To prevent recurrence of this event the Project Construction Department has been directed to review HVAC
drawing conventions with those people responsible for interprating them, including the personnel
responsible for improperly installing the blank-off plate. The Construction Departnent has been counseled
on the requirenents of the Temporary Alteration Progran (i.e. the thif t Engineer's approval must be
obtained before any Temporary Alteration is removed). Finally, AIR #6-85-302 has been written to track
revision of the master book of electrical feeds to identify all electrical feeds with multiple loads.
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Control Room pressure dropped and was not maintaining +1/8 inch pressure. Investigation

revealed an improperly installed mechanical block on the OA VC make-up fan discharge

duct. declared OA VC train inoperable. Upon switching to OB VC Train, Damper OVC 172Y

failed to open and entered LCO 3.0.3. 32 minutes latec OVC 172Y repaired and opened.

OB VC Train operable and exited 3.0.3

POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT EVENT PER NSD DIRECTIVE A-o7 O~oYES
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Blind flange on OA M/U unit was immediately removed. Tech Staff to investigate

initiating event. Both trains were inoperable starting from approximately 1800
-_

on 9-12 until 0740 on 9-13-85.
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- e Commonwealth Edison
[ _ Byron Nucinr Stition.

4450 North GILrmin Church Roid. . _

"' Byron, Illinois 61010

October 8,1985

LTR: BYRON 85-1363
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I
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Com' mission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555 ;

Dear Sir:
|

The enclosed Licensee Event Report from Byron Generating Station is being
transmitted to you in accordance with the requirements of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)
which requires a 30 day written report.

This report is number 85-089-00; Docket No. 50-454.

Very truly yours,

,

O

| hWN
R. E. Querio
Station Manager

,

Byron Nuclear Power Station '

REQ /bf

Enclosure: Licensee Event Report No. 85-089-00

cc: J. G. Keppler, NRC Region III Administrator
J. Ilinds, NRC Resident Inspector
INPO Record Center
CECO Distribution List
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